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Adventures

at lake Balaton
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Services:

- Boat trips
-	 Team	building	activities
- Sailing tours
- Speed boat transfer
- Private events
- Ground transfer

Equipments:

- Sailboats for 40-70 people
- 15 persons speed boats
- Charter boats for 10 people
- City train
- and lot of equipments2
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Boat trips

- Pleasure tours with the biggest 
   sailing yachts on Lake Balaton
-	Private	boat	renting	up	to	150	people
-	Cruises	and	ultimate	journey
   across the lake
- Catering services
-	Wine	tastings	on	the	board
- Swimming tours with grill partys

Talizman	Yachts	renting:	49.000	Huf/hour	+	VAT
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TeamBuilding activities
We	plan	the	tasks	of	the	team	building	acitivites	
uniquely for our guests, considering their needs 
and	number	of	the	arrivals.	We	combine	
aquatic	 and	 ground	 elements	 and	 rotate	 the	
teams	around	them.

“Cadet” package options:
 - Lake Balaton Quiz
	-	Navigation	and	steering
 -  Must climbing
	-		Knotting
 -  Pirate’s Song
	-	Roulette
	-	Airsoft	shooting

Time required: at least 2 hours
Participation	fee:	3.000	Fts/landlubber	+	VAT
(+	boat	 renting	 fees	and	 further	services	 if	 it’s	
needed, like catering or speed boat)
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Lake Balaton Quiz:
With	the	guiding	of	the	captain,	the	participants	will	gain	knowledge	about	Lake	Balaton	and	
have	to	take	the	quiz.	Goals	->	to	reach	assertive	communication

Navigation	and	steering:
Define	the	directions	of	the	cities	around	the	lake,	after	that	steer	the	boat	in	those	directions,	
which	the	captain	gives	the	orders	to.	Goals	->	to	develope	the	communication	and	cooperation	skills

Must climbing:
The	task	is	to	pull	the	the	paritcipants	up	into	the	must.	For	every	team	members	courage	who	reaches	
the	top,	the	team	gets	one	point.	Goals->	to	enhance	the	trust	and	to	overcome	the	inhibitions

Knotting:
The	point	of	this	task	for	the	paricipants	is	to	pick	up	some	knotting	skills	from	the	yacht’s	chief	officer.
Goals	->	to	gain	actual	skills.

Pirate’s Song:
Writing	the	Pirate’s	Song	always	brings	out	the	creativity	of	the	team	members.	At	the	end	of	the	team	
building	the	teams	perform	their	compositions,	the	great	mood	is	guaranteed.
Goal	->	To	bring	the	creativity	to	the	surface
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“Captain ” package option

- Sailor Punishment
-	Evacuation
- Underwater scooter race
- Life vest show
+	the	elements	of	the	Cadet	package	

Time required: at least 2 hours
Participation	fee:	5.000	Huf/landlubbber	+	VAT
(+	boat	renting	fees	and	further	services	if	it’s	need-
ed, like catering or speed boat)

We	 plan	 the	 tasks	 of	 the	 team	 building	 acitivites	
uniquely for our guests, considering their needs and 
number	 of	 the	 arrivals.	 Completing	 the	 tasks	 with	
adrenalin tours on our speed boats are hardly 
recemonded	with	guaranteed	success.
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Pirate’s	Roulette:	
Team	members	share	personal	information	about	themself,	after	that	the	new	colleague	have	
to	say	it	all	back.	That’s	where	the	roulette	begins…		Goals	->	to	socialize	the	new	colleagues.

Target	shooting	with	airsoft	guns:
The	team	has	to	blow	up	10	balloons,	tie	them,	throw	them	into	the	water,	and	one	chosen	sniper	
has	to	shoot	them	all	(with	bio	bullets	and	balloons).		Goals	->	foster	teamwork	and	to	have	fun.

Sailor Punishment:
The renitent (not living) sailor has to be pulled through under the boat, like they used to do in the past 
as	a	cruel	punishment.	Goals	->to	develop	problem-solving	skills.

Evacuation:
During	the	real	life	evacuation	simulation,	the	team	has	to	leave	the	boat,	jump	into	the	lifeboat	to	
reach	the	rescue	capsule.	Goals	->	to	simulate	stress	situations	and	find	out	the	participants	reactions.

Underwater scooter race:
Fun	exercises	with	underwater	scooters	(these	things	are	usually	used	by	scuba	divers).
Goals	->to	achive	competitive	situations	and	to	have	fun.	

Life vest show:
The	participants	have	to	take	on	life	vests,	jump	into	the	water,	swim	around	the	yacht	and	climb	back	
to	the	boat.	The	time	is	measured,	so	the	goal	is	to	be	as	fast	as	they	can	be.
Goals	->	to	improve	teamwork	and	decesing-making.
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Sailing

	-	Authentic	sailing	experience
 - The captain is included
 - Sailing from 2 hours to whole day trips
 - Opportunity to dock in Balatonfüred

Renting	fees:	12.000	-	67.000	Huf	+	VAT,
it depends on the number of the 
participants	and	the	date.
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Speed boat

 - Capacity: 15 people
	-	320	hp,	top	speed	80	km/h
 - Siófok – Balatonfüred 15 minutes
	-	Guarenteed	experience
 - With audio and catering services

The	fee	of	the	speed	boats	are	69.000	Huf/hour	+	VAT,	which	includes	the	staff	and	the	fuel.	Waiting	
fee	is	15.000	Huf/hour	+	VAT
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Private Events

 - Birthday partys
 - Weddings on the lake
 - Bachelor partys
 - Swimming tours with grill partys
 - Disco boats at night
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City Train

The Sightseeing Train travels s
cheduled on a determined route, and 
during	the	tour	you	can	hop	on	and	off	
at	the	stations.	We	also	undertake	
organized private and group sightseeing 
tours if you reserve an appointment in 
forward.	One	of	the	best	way	to	travel	
for bigger groups in case of corporate 
team	bulidings	or	private	events.

Renting	fee:	49.000	Huf/hour	+	VAT



Already have traveled with us


